


The following d10 list of kobold-themed locations can be used to flesh out your homebrew world’s tundras, deserts, swamps, 

oceans, mountains, forests, and anywhere else kobolds might be dwelling. Whatever the reason is you find yourself rolling on 

this table, we hope that the ideas listed below help you unlock adventure and tell unforgettable stories!

d10 Location
1. A series of wind and sand-blasted tunnels in the face of a towering canyon wall. A clan of kobolds lives within them 

using giant bats to safely enter and exit their lair and giant scorpions to drive away intruders.

2. An abandoned temple to a tribal tempest god which is perpetually flooded by heavy rainstorms. The kobolds living 

here use rafts made from giant turtle shells to move between structures and quickly escape danger.

3. An enormous and indestructible rock which fell from the sky nearly a hundred years ago. Kobolds often come and 

attempt to drive their picks into it, believing whoever succeeds will be blessed by their gods.

4. A kobold village living in secret below a fire giant’s citadel. The kobolds didn’t know giants lived here when they 

founded their village and now refuse to leave for fear of being caught and killed by the giants.

5. A kobold lair carved into the side of an enormous tidal wave that was frozen by a powerful wizard long ago. Having 

no access to rare gems, the kobolds instead pour their energy into carving elaborate ice sculptures.

6. An abandoned quarry where a nearby dwarf clan throws away their trash and scrap. The kobolds living here use this 

to build new weapons, trinkets, and, more recently, crude attempts at clockwork dragons. 

7. The rotting, bloated carcass of a froghemoth which a kobold tribe has hollowed out and built into a pilotable puppet. 

The kobolds use it to safely move through the swamp and fight off larger predators.

8. An enormous slab of stone which tumbled off the side of a mountain but stopped halfway down, magically suspend-

ed in the air. Kobolds have carved a fortress into it which they access using giant goat mounts.

9. A secret underground lake where an elderly kobold King stores his personal treasure trove. Occasionally, the King will 

come and swim in the lake, gazing down upon his treasure while performing water aerobics.

10. The abandoned nesting area of a red dragon who lost its eggs to a band of adventurers. The kobolds now live within 

these caves, relying on the ghosts of the slaughtered red dragon hatchlings to keep them safe.

Unlock Adventure
We’re constantly releasing new d10 tables for you to use in your upcoming sessions, so don’t miss out! Click here to access 

even more random tables themed around different and specific monsters.
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